This article discusses the development of oral history in the United States and how this has led the field to becoming interdisciplinary in interesting and useful ways. It traces its origins in the 17 th century and explains its establishment as method (oral data collection), a subfield of history (oral historiography) and a resource for teachers, communities, and researchers of all kinds (oral history). The author describes the practical applications of oral history in other fields such as anthropology, education/ teaching, ethnic studies/ethnohistory/American studies, folklore, gerontology, legal studies, literary history, media studies and media production, and women and gender studies. A review of oral history guides is also given. The article ends with an update on how oral historians are coping with the new, antiintellectual orientation of President Trump and his right-wing agenda.
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Tempo & Argumento the interviews was print, the initial tape recordings were either reused or destroyed.
Today, we cannot hear the voices of those from 75 years ago. Technology has changed a great deal since then; and so has our approach to keeping archives that accept and treasure sound.
The first generation of professional oral historians, led by pioneering figures such as Allan Nevins and Louis Starr, conceived of oral history as a means to collect otherwise unwritten recollections of prominent individuals for future historians, for research, and as a tool for orally based biography.
A second generation, coming of age in the mid-1960s after the basic archives had been established, built upon this earlier work, by expanding the purposes of collectors and collections.
1 This group viewed oral history as more than a way to capture the accounts of important people for scholars; rather, it employed oral history techniques to describe and empower the non-literate and the historically disenfranchised. Throughout the 1970s, many collectors of oral history used their research to document and promote community cohesion and ethnic diversity. In this period, oral history built a name for itself and a grassroots constituency based on efforts by educators, feminists, and activists as well as local, ethnic, and regional history campaigns. While collectors in the first generation continued to direct the principal archives, they found the younger group of social educators virtually beating on their doors to broaden the scope of collections beyond so-called elite interviews.
In the 1980s, a third generation emerged. Students and scholars learned the craft of oral historiography in an era removed from both the conservative 1950s and the socially radical 1960s. The principal oral history archives in the United projects involving public use of previously collected interviews: broadcasts, drama, multimedia exhibits, and popular publications of a broad range.
Oral history developed practical applications in administration and policy matters.
The most prominent uses included historic preservation, land-use claims, litigation, environmental-cultural impact statements, and institutional and business history.
In the gradual shift within the historical profession from presenting facts as received wisdom to presenting theoretical analyses as specific to a given time and place and society, oral history has played a vital role. The generational distinctions mentioned above are more pronounced on this issue than on others. The young scholar may feel empowered by the deconstruction of history-making into a landscape of self-interest and subjectivism (and even by a rhetoric so internally referential that recent post-graduates have an edge over their elders in understanding it).
On the other hand, a reaction may be setting in: as one senior oral historian commented after attending the 1993 International Conference on Oral History, in Siena/Lucca, Italy, "I hate subjectivism. That's not what I went into history to study."
In the last two dozen years, a fourth generation of oral historians has emerged, many trained in post-graduate institutions, alongside the most sophisticated procedural guides. These are the children of the 1990s and 2000s, for whom smart phones, video cameras, and computers are second-nature, unthreatening, technologies; for whom the media presentation of recollection and reminiscence may seem more natural than the written. The print culture of their grandparents has become a worldwide techno culture based on new forms of aural information (music videos, advertising jingles, broadcast narratives), causing some to wonder if the bland cultural formulae of pop music, television, and net video will overwhelm our history-seeking, identity-building instinct.
"Museums and the Practice of Oral History" 17 (Autumn 1989), pp. 49-53. The Society of American Archivists' meetings throughout the 1980s also held panels on oral history. Today, oral history faces intellectual challenges posed by cultural critics who assert a previously unimagined complexity to its fundamental process, the recorded recollections of historically and culturally significant events or trends. The audiencecentered model of presenting history has prompted a more process-oriented reading of history and culture. 4 As a consequence, oral history has experienced a surge of interest in subjectivity and in nontraditional sources. Oral history in the 2000s was characterized by a rising interest in interdisciplinarity.
In folklore, linguistics, and ethnomusicology-to name just a few fields-oral history interviewing has long been a staple. In the last decades, however, as the fieldwork process of oral history has generated its own scholarly literature, more professors of these disciplines incorporate oral history practice into post-graduate programs. They are sending their students to the nearest oral history center or institute for specific methodological training to balance the content-area training from their home disciplines.
As oral history becomes central to post-graduate and public history programs, its greatest effect may be its interdisciplinary applications.
The discussion which follows briefly surveys the interdisciplinarity of oral Anthropology:
At the meeting of anthropology and oral history, we find ethnographers using overlapping research techniques with historians, though seeking different data.
Perhaps the principal difference is that the anthropologist records interviews not for historical fact but rather to learn the structure and variety of a society or culture, as manifested by a representative individual's world view, cultural traits, and traditions.
Thus, the ethnographic interview provides insights into individuals not as historical eyewitnesses but as culture-or tradition-bearers. As Sidney Mintz suggests, the ethnographer using oral history concentrates on intensive work with informants, rather than on documentary or survey data. to specific rules in a specific culture.
Education/Teaching
As the authors of a comprehensive guide on oral history for educators commented, oral history in the classroom bridges the gap between curriculum and community: "It brings history home by linking the world of textbook and classroom with the face-to-face social world of the student's home community."
9
Oral history has served both as a means to preserve the contemporary history of education as a discipline and as a teaching strategy in social studies. Projects may record the history of instruction in a given field. 10 Others may focus on teaching, providing effective lesson plans for using oral history in the classroom.
11
Oral history works as a gateway to the rich cultural resources outside classrooms and textbooks. Teachers have found student interviewing to be an effective way for motivating learning in general, and community-based learning in particular. Oral "Oral history is not only a tool or a method," Gary Okihiro writes in this volume, "it also is a theory of history which maintains that the common folk and the dispossessed have a history and that this history must be written."
In this way, the second generation of oral historian-activists used oral sources to right an imbalance in historical records, which have favored the literate and the formally educated over those whose culture has not left written records. unlikely to succeed entirely, is simply a pathway to ignorance and tyranny. So however it comes, whatever form resistance takes, and however successful that resistance will be, it is necessary for the future of history and oral history in the United States.
America's presidential election created a great deal of heat in its academic circles.
The debate is not a schism; building support for the current administration among the faculty remains a tough sell. General opinion seems to be that the new President's boorishness, lack of empathy, and contradictory statements are hard to follow or accept. Rather the issue becomes how academics will respond; and at the 2017 meetings of the Oral History Association, this was the major discussion.
Plenary sessions addressed the election's daunting consequences for historiansunsurprisingly, as the current budget calls for elimination of the National Endowments for the Humanities and Arts-the largest funders of many attending--and zeroes out public broadcasting--which academics listen to and watch more than any other source of information. I found three directions offered: as researchers, bystanders, or activists.
All have their advocates.
The development of new research agendas centered on how new policies affect the daily lives of the 99%, after emerging cuts to medical and social welfare. Those collecting the history of Indians, Hispanics, and African-Americans urged new research on Applying academic training to these topics could really help communities.
A minority saw researchers as bystanders, asking but not presupposing. There is an importance to neutrality. Some argued for mutual understanding among opposing viewpoints. Instead of disregarding the views of the President's supporters, the goal
should be to interview and analyze them. This calls into question the historians? own biases and how to negotiate them: should they interject their individual political leanings into their research? Should they explain their beliefs before, after, or during interviewing? Inevitably, one's orientation and prejudices find a way into one's research.
But how much should one take a stand, while interviewing those with whom we disagree?
The majority, however, clearly favored confrontation as activists. Scholars called for active resistance, at least intellectually, and for collecting historical narratives to create new origin stories of how we got to now. Cuts in budgets were to be resisted; Economic growth has led to a widening economic inequality and a looming environmental crisis. Democracy appears to be yielding to authoritarianism.
"Dystopia used to be a fiction of resistance, she concluded; it's become a fiction of submission, the fiction of an untrusting, lonely, and sullen twenty-first century, the fiction of fake news and Infowars, the fiction of helplessness and hopelessness… A story about ruin can be beautiful. Wreckage is romantic. But a politics of ruin is doomed."
There's a need for a debate on the best way for historians to respond to the new challenges of increasing inequality and organized racism and prejudice--that much seems clear.
